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MusicGorilla.com Live Label Showcase for Epic Records

MusicGorilla.com works with musicians to get their music heard by industry reps. In less than 2
years, they've gotten more than 40 bands signed to either labels, publishing deals or
distribution through major outlets as well as had music placed in films. 30 bands have played
in free live showcases for Sony, Epic, Hollywood Records etc.

New York,NY (PRWEB) May 24, 2006 -- MusicGorilla.com is a revolutionary new service company that
gives Bands, Artists and Songwriters exactly what they crave, maximum exposure to the Music Industry.
Tuesday,May 30th MusicGorilla.com is showcasing 5 artists to A&R reps from Epic Records, Hollywood
Records, RCA and Velour.Each artist will receive priceless feedback from an A&R rep from Epic about their
music, performance, what’s great, and how they can improve. The showcase will take place in NYC at Pianos
on Ludlow Street starting at 8pm. MusicGorilla.com has showcased over 30 artists to major labels. All artist
members are eligible for these fantastic opportunities.

MusicGorilla’s groundbreaking new site enhances your music’s ability to be listened to by the right people.
Musician’s can post original material on MusicGorilla.com, along with their online resume and give them and
their songs an outlet for exposure. Artists can also submit for unlimited film, tv and video game submissions.
Industry professionals, scouts and labels, can listen to new unsigned artists at the click of a button before
anyone else. Fans can hear new music first, and can interact with MusicGorilla artists via message boards. They
can add comments to the musician’s site after hearing their work, as well as shop in the MusicGorilla store to
purchase new music before anyone else. Never before has there been a site that has offered all of these services
in one place.

MusicGorilla is already being sought after by the music professionals to stay one step ahead of the music that’s
out there, while musicians are already writing in thank you notes to the site for coming up with something that
can finally propel them ahead. MusicGorilla has also been approached by several major corporations that may
join forces with the company to offer even more opportunities for everyone involved.

MusicGorilla.com guarantees their artist members what they have been looking for. Direct exposure of their
music to the music industry. Major labels, indie labels, film studios and publishers, all have a chance to hear
your songs. Successes include placement of songs in Feature Films, Songwriting, Publishing and Distribution
deals. MusicGorilla also does Live Label Showcases, one such showcase is coming up at Pianos in NYC where
an A&R rep from Epic Records will give each artist performing personal feedback.

MusicGorilla.com is now an official music provider for (Microsoft’s) MSN Music. This gives the artists who
are members of Music Gorilla the incredible opportunity to have their music available for download at MSN
Music. It is just one more way MusicGorilla offers their artists opportunities they would not have on their own
and the ability to make money by being part of the site. It’s not possible for individual artists to get this
opportunity without Music Gorilla paving the way for them.

Co-founders Alexia Helfand, Lawrence Erlichman and Beth Mitchell are the masterminds responsible for the
Austin, Texas based MusicGorilla.com. And working together with their chief of technology Fred Black, they
have perfected MusicGorilla’s user friendly format and solved a huge problem for the music industry.

The times have changed, and so has the ability to make your dreams come true. MusicGorilla.com has just
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made it easier for everyone.

Alexia Helfand is a co-founder of Music Gorilla. In less than 2 years, she's gotten more than 40 bands signed to
either labels, publishing deals or distribution through major outlets and have had some placed in film as well.
30 bands have played in free live showcases for Sony, Epic, Hollywood Records etc. Alexia can be reached at
alexia @ musicgorilla.com and at http://www.MusicGorilla.com, a website that guarantees your songs will be
heard by the industry.
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Contact Information
Alexia Helfand
MUSIC GORILLA.com
http://www.musicgorilla.com
512-918-8978

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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